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Dirty Harry meets Twilight. Number 3 in the break-out series and a follow-up to Monster Hunter

International and Monster Hunter Vendetta. Earl Harbinger may be the leader of Monster Hunter

International, but he's also got a secret. Nearly a century ago, Earl was cursed to be a werewolf.

When Earl receives word that one of his oldest foes, a legendarily vicious werewolf that worked for

the KGB, has mysteriously appeared in the remote woods of Michigan, he decides to take care of

some unfinished business. But another force is working to bring about the creation of a whole new

species of werewolf. When darkness falls, the final hunt begins, and the only thing standing in their

way is a handful of locals, a lot of firepower, and Earl Harbinger's stubborn refusal to roll over and

play dead.
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I'm currently reading book 6 of the Monster Hunters series. I was actually hooked by reading two

books in the Monster Hunters universe written by John Ringo (with input from Larry Correia). I liked

the John Ringo books a lot, and would have liked them even more if he held back on the sex a bit

more. (Sex can distract from the story.) I've found I like the Correia books even more. The stories

are complex and very satisfying, and the endings don't come "too soon". And there's some

romance, but without the sex. I would let my older kids read 'em. (Lots of Monster Splatter,

however.)So, this isn't actually a review. It's just a note to let you know I like the books a lot, and I'm

going to try some of Larry Correia's other series.



Monster Hunters International, by Larry Correia, is on my top five best book series of all times. This

installation, the third, was no slouch. It goes a bit further into Earl Harbinger's past helping you to

understand and tie some past, present, and future (if you go onto, which I demand that you do!)

story threads together. Up until now Earl's story has been vastly mysterious, you've gotten some

inklings of intrigue and you know he's different but you have no clue how, or why, or what ... Well if

you want those questions answered, and SOOOO much more, this book jumps out of the Owen plot

line and into the past of Earl Harbinger and visits his deep dark secrets. It is not to be missed!

Third one read and the fun continues. This is a decidedly werewolf focused episode, showing new

insights into my favorite chain-smoker, Earl Harbinger. Well crafted with the same quick pacing and

action IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve come to love from the two preceding I tore this in record time. Again.My

only beef ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ I missed visiting with Owen and the gang.But thatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s

what the next one is for, right? Go on, click the ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“buyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• button -- you

know you want to.

This review is for the series as a whole, because I don't want to write a review for each of 5 books.

Lazy, I guess. Bottom line, I loved this series, and can't help wondering how Hollywood has missed

out on the chance to make these stories into a series of epic films, like the Rings stories. One

warning, though; you need to be the kind of reader who can suspend your disbelief for the sake of a

good story. The characters are interesting, and much more complex than usual for tales of monsters

and mayhem, and the firearms details were clearly written by someone who knows and loves guns.

If you're seriously anti-gun in your politics, you'll want to skip the descriptions of the weapons and

move onward, but if you're interested in tech, you'll appreciate the details. This is a series about

monsters set in modern America. That means it's weird and fanciful, so don't buy the books if you're

one of those folks who can't stand to read about events that "just couldn't happen". However, if

you've got the imagination for it, and love a great story, these books will knock your socks off. Good

hunting...

Saying that Monster Hunter Alpha was like Dirty Harry meets Twilight is a disservice to the Monster

Hunter Lore! Dirty Harry meets Silver Bullet perhaps but in no ways does Larry Carreia make

mindless fluff for teenage girls... That being said, MHA is not just a werewolf story. It's one the the

best novels I have ever read.However I will admit that when I first heard that this would be



predominantly about Werewolves and wouldn't feature Owen Pitt, I was a little skeptical but after the

first few pages, any reluctance was put at ease. This story single-handedly puts werewolves back

on the map as relevant creatures! (look out vampires!)It's action packed, has lovable

characters(namely a female werewolf who stole the show) and despite this books villains consisting

of zombie werewolves and evil sorcerers, Larry Correia still has this unbelievable talent of making

hate the government most of all at end LOL!So I must say that between the 3 Monster Hunters

books and Hard Magic Larry Correia has earned the right to be call my favorite author.So buy MHA

and I promise you'll be begging for more!

Waiting for Larry Correia's next entry in the Monster Hunter saga, I decided to re-read them all. I

had forgotten about his expertise in plot, story-telling and most of all dialog. Each character is totally

believable whether they are of this earth or not. MH Alpha is an interesting departure from his Z. Pitt

protagonist but it makes you want to get back to him. I highly endorse this book but recommend you

read the first two books first. Each one has interesting references to the previous ones and it will

give you a better understanding of Larry's story lines.

This book is by far my favorite of all the Larry corriea books. There was a sense that you have

known these characters for a long time and was going through the same things they were. You were

right there trying to piece together the missing memory's and find out what was going on and still

sets up even more mystery and a larger scheme for the next one. By far the best mostly because of

the stfu stuff in Vietnam getting to know our favorite badass even better and even a little about

Owens dad the destroyer. This is a must read for monster hunter and werewolf fans alike.
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